As promised, this week’s assignment is to complete reflective writing about the use of technology in your unit. I ask that you return to our course essential question:

**How do we create a culture of quality supported by the infusion of technology?**

So, it is time to think about how your unit is doing this. Each unit should include at least one technology standard as a target, so I know you have that as a base. But, how are you going to use technology in this unit to help create a culture of quality? Think back to the Berger piece we read at the beginning of the course. Think also about the readings and discussions we had about the types and uses of software, and the exploring you did to look at the ways other teachers have integrated technology. Answer this question:

**Technology: How is it cultivating learning and cultural quality in your unit?**

The unit scoring guide we will use to assess your completed units identifies the following as meeting expectations in terms of technology use and integration:

* Use of technology resources assists students in problem solving, communication, collaboration, research, and/or exhibitions of understandings.

Keep that in mind as you work and reflect. This is not really a discussion so much as a chance for you to think through what you are doing and why and to make sure you are on the right track. If, after you think this through, you discover that your design does not
yet use technology to cultivate learning and cultural quality, you will want to think about revisions. Feel free to discuss these in your reflection. As a reminder, the scoring guide for reflective writing identifies the following as meeting expectations:

* Reflection provides thoughtful, specific and accurate analysis, grounded in course readings and theories.
* Writing is clear, concise and demonstrates correct use of conventions.

Email your writing to me.

Please continue work on your units if you are behind. Also, continue to respond to each other’s work in Caucus and post your latest versions in the Revised Units for Response conference.